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A simple one-dimensional theory is presented to assess the implantation of ions from the ion matrix
sheath~IMS! in an ablated plasma plume that is approaching a negatively biased substrate. Under
the assumption that the plume geometry, the electron and ion density distributions, and the potential
distribution are frozen during the IMS extraction, the implanted ion current is calculated as a
function of time for various substrate-plume separations. This model accurately recovers
Lieberman’s classic results when the plume front is initially in contact with the substrate. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343842#g
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ithWhen an energetic beam~laser or electron beam! hits a
target, a plasma plume is generated from the tar
material.1,2 This ablated plasma expands roughly at the
acoustic speed with electron temperature of order a co
eV.3 It may be used for ion implantation, if a substrate
placed in the path of plasma plume expansion and is ne
tively biased to a high voltage. We call this process ablati
plasma ion implantation~APII!. The bias voltage is turned
on when the plume front is at a distance, h, from the s
strate. In this letter, we use a simple model to evaluate
implanted ion current as a function of h. The model is
generalization of the conventional plasma immersion ion
plantation~PIII!,4–11 which may be considered as the50
limit.
This work is motivated by several appealing features
APII. For instance, any solid material, including metals a
refractories, may be ablated to form the ion source. APII m
also operate in a repetitively pulsed mode~10–50 Hz!. It
requires no toxic gases and is therefore environmentally
nign. It has the inherent ability of ion-assisted deposition
In PIII, the ion implantation consists of two phases,5,6
the earlier ion matrix sheath~IMS! extraction phase and th
subsequent Child-sheath expansion phase. The separatio
tween these two phases occurs at a time roughly equa
3/vpi after the bias voltage is turned on, wherevpi is the ion
plasma frequency. The IMS extraction phase is of most p
tical interest. It also allows relatively simple analytic
treatments6,7 that yield excellent agreement with numeric
integration of the governing equations. Here, we focus o
on IMS extraction for APII, borrowing the crucial feature
revealed by these PIII models:~1! the electrons can be
largely ignored,~2! the results are insensitive to the adopti
~or not! of the Bohm velocity for the ion flux, and~3! the
implanted ion current density may be reliably evaluated w
the electric field approximated by the initial profile, when t
IMS is first formed.
The negative bias voltage,2V0 , is applied to the sub-
strate when the plasma plume reaches a distance,h, from the
substrate~Fig. 1!. In a very short time scale of order 1/vpe ,
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electrons are expelled, leaving behind the IMS of const
ion densityn0 extending fromx5h to x5sh1h, beyond
which the plasma is neutral. Let2fh be the potential atx
5h. The sheath potentialfh and the sheath thicknesssh
may be determined in terms ofh, n0 , and V0 under the
assumption of vanishing electron temperature:
fh /V05F~j!, ~1!
sh /s05AF~j!, ~2!
where
s05A2«0V0en0 , ~3!
F~j!5j112Aj212j, ~4!
with j52(h/s0)
2. These equations are derived by notin
that the electrostatic field is a negative constant in
vacuum region, 0,x,h, but linearly increases fromx5h to
x5h1sh , at which both the electric potential and electr
fi ld are zero~Fig. 1!. Note thats0 is simply the IMS width
in the conventional PIII where the plasma is in contact w
FIG. 1. Model, and the electrostatic potentialf(x).© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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707Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 78, No. 6, 5 February 2001 Qi, Lau, and Gilgenbachthe substrate, i.e.,h50. Equations~1! and ~2! are shown in
Fig. 2. Asymptotically,F(j) approaches 1 – (2j)1/2 for j
!1, and approaches 1/~2j! for j@1.
The ions in IMS are accelerated toward the substr
We assume that they all have zero initial velocity. Consi
an ion initially located atx0 , h,xo,h1sh . We assume tha
this ion ~or any ion!, during its flight to the substrate, i
subject to thesame staticfield that is formed at the begin
ning. That is, the electrostatic field is frozen in time. To
consistent with this assumption, we pretend that the ion d
sity, the ion sheath geometry, and the plume front, are a
frozen in time. Under these drastic assumptions, the coo
nates,x5h(t), of this ion obeys the following force law:
Mi
d2h~ t !
dt2
5eH en0«0 @h~ t !2~h1sh!#, h,h,h1sh
2
V02fh
h
, 0,h,h
,
~5a!
~5b!
subject to the initial condition,h5x0 ~with h,x0,h1sh!
and dh/dt50 at t50. In Eq. ~5!, Mi is the ion mass~as-
sumed singly charged!, and all quantities, excepth(t), are
treated as constants, by the assumption of acompletely time-
independentelectric field that is represented by the RHS
Eq. ~5! ~Fig. 1!.
Equation~5a! may easily be solved to yield the time o
arrival, th , at the vacuum–IMS interface (h5h), as well as
the ionspeed, vh , acquired:
cosh~vpith!5
sh
h1sh2x0
, ~6!
vh5@~h1sh!2x0#vpisinh~vpith!. ~7!
Note thatth is a function ofx0 and thatvh.0. Equation~5b!
may next be integrated subject to the ‘‘initial’’ condition
h5h and dh/dt52vh at t5th . This gives the time of
flight, tv , in the vacuum region, 0,x,h. Upon addingth to
tv , we obtain the total flight time,T, given by
FIG. 2. Normalized sheath potential (fh /V0) and the normalized sheat
width (sh /s0) as a function ofj52(h/s0)
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T5T~x0!5th1
1
a
~2vh1Avh212ah!, ~8!
a5
eV0
Mih
@12F~j!#5vpi
2 s0AF~j!. ~9!
Note thata is simply the magnitude of the ion acceleration
the vacuum region. In Eq.~9!, the first equality follows from
Eqs.~1! and ~5b! whereas the second equality follows fro
Eqs.~3! and~4!. Clearly,a depends onV0 , h, no , andMi ,
but is independent ofx0 , whereasT depends onx0 , as ex-
plicitly labeled in Eq.~8!.
We now calculate the implanted ion current densi
J(T), as a function of the arrival timeT:
J~T!5en03
1
dT/dx0
, ~10!
whereT5T(x0) is given by Eq.~8!. In general, there is a
one-to-one correspondence betweenT and x0 . Note, that
J(T)50 for T,T(h), since there is no ion impinging ont
the substrate prior to the first arrivals fromx05h, the
vacuum–IMS interface. Thus, in the plot of the implant
current ~Fig. 3!, the origin of the time axis represents th
arrival time at the substrate by these first ions.
It may be shown that the governing equations for t
ions, Eqs.~5!–~10!, may be conveniently nondimensiona
ized using 1/vpi for the time scale ands0 for the spatial
scale. From these two fundamental scales, we may cons
the velocity scaleu05vpis0 , the acceleration scalevpi
2 s0 ,
and the voltage scaleV0 . Note that Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~9! are
already written in these scales. If we further normalize
current density byen0u0 , and use a bar to denote all no
malized quantities, e.g.,
t̄ h5vpith , T̄5vpiT, x̄05x0 /s0 , v̄h5vh /u0 ,
~11!
J̄5J/en0u0 , etc.,
we may readily verify from Eqs.~6!–~10! that the various
quantities listed in Eq.~11! depend only on two normalized
variables:h/s0 ~or j! andx0 /s0 @or T̄ from Eq.~8!#. Figure 3
plots the normalized current density for various values
FIG. 3. Normalized implanted ion current density (J/en0u0) as a function
of normalized time (vpit), measured from the moment of impact of the fir
implanted ions, for various plume-substrate separation (h/s0). Also shown
are Lieberman’s numerical results~dashed curve! and analytic results~dot-
ted curve! for the PIII limit, h50.
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708 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 78, No. 6, 5 February 2001 Qi, Lau, and Gilgenbachh/s0 ; the origin of the time axis designates the arrival tim
of the first ions, as explained toward the end of the preced
paragraph.
From Fig. 3, we see that APII always yields a total i
dose less than PIII~theh50 case!, for the same bias voltag
on the substrate and for the same plasma density. The
APII dose is within a factor of 2 of the total PIII dose ifh
,s0 . Forh/s0@1, the dose becomes small as the IMS thic
ness becomes small@Eq. ~2! for j@1#. In this limit, one may
prove from Eqs.~8! and ~10! that J approachesen0u0 when
the ions first strike the substrate, as expected intuitively.
Finally, let us check the adequacy of our much simp
fied model, which assumes completely static quantities
Eq. ~5!, against the well-known analytic results o
Lieberman5,6 in the h50 ~PIII! limit. In this limit, T5th
from Eq. ~8!, and sh5s0 by definition @Fig. 1, or Eq.~2!#.
Equation~6! then becomes
cosh~ T̄!5
1
12 x̄0
. ~12!
Upon substituting Eq.~12! into Eq. ~10!, we obtain the nor-
malized ion current density:
J̄~ T̄![
J
en0u0
5
dx̄0
dT̄
5
sinh~ T̄!
cosh2~ T̄!
. ~13!
Equation~13! is theh50 curve in Fig. 3. There we see th
it is an excellent approximation to Lieberman’s numeric
solution5,6 for the major portion of IMS extraction.
Let us now justify the assumption of a static plume f
IMS extraction. The time scale for IMS depletion is of ord
C/vpi whereC is in the single digits according to Fig. 3
Over that time scale, the plume moves a distance of o
Dh5Cup /vpi whereup is the plume-front velocity which
typically corresponds to a couple of eV of ion kinet
energy.1–3 The fractional change of the geometry, measu
by Dh/s0 , is then of orderCup /u0 , a quantity much less
than unity if V0 is in the kV range or higher. Thus, durin
IMS extraction, the plume may be treated as static.g
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-
-
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In conclusion, we have used a very simple analy
model to evaluate the implantation of ion matrix sheath of
ablated plasma plume that is approaching a substrate. Fi
3 provides an immediate assessment of APII, for a gen
ion species, ion density, bias voltage (.kV), and plume-
substrate separation. The approximate model bypasses m
theoretical and practical issues, such as Bohm and C
sheaths,5,12–14 and electrical breakdown,15,16 all of which
may become important in the long time behavior. Detai
modeling and experiments on APII will be required to a
dress these issues.
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